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Named to the International Reading Association's 2012 Teachers' Choice book list Grammar Girl

Presents the Ultimate Writing Guide for Students is a complete and comprehensive guide to all

things grammar from Grammar Girl, a.k.a. Mignon Fogarty, whose popular podcasts have been

downloaded over twenty million times and whose first book, Grammar Girl's Quick and Dirty Tips for

Better Writing, was a New York Times bestseller. For beginners to more advanced students, this

guide covers it all: the parts of speech, sentences, and punctuation are all explained clearly and

concisely with the warmth, wit, and accessibility Grammar Girl is known for. Pop quizzes are

scattered throughout to reinforce the explanations, as well as Grammar Girl's trademark Quick and

Dirty TipsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢easy and fun memory tricks to help with those challenging rules. Complete with a

writing style chapter and a guide to the different kinds of writingÃ¢â‚¬â€¢everything from school

papers to letter writing to e-mailsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢this guide is sure to become the one-stop, essential book

on every student's desk.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Budding writers will find it invaluable.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢School Library JournalÃ¢â‚¬Å“This

guide is accessible to all, whether writing is limited to texting and e-mailing or creating the next great

novelÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Fogarty has succeeded in furnishing students with a witty guide to an

often-challenging part of daily life.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢VOYAÃ¢â‚¬Å“As a guide to dip into and

peruse, it will be a solid and enjoyable resource for writers everywhere.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Kirkus



ReviewsÃ¢â‚¬Å“The Ultimate Writing Guide for Students [goes] beyond vocabulary into grammar

and the structure of writing. But it's not a dry, boring reference ... this guide is both informative and

user-friendly...The main message [is]: You can write; here are the tools.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Lisa

McLendon, The News & Observer (Raleigh)

Mignon Fogarty, the creator of Grammar Girl and the founder of the Quick and Dirty Tips Network, is

also the author of the bestselling GRAMMAR GIRL'S QUICK AND DIRTY TIPS FOR BETTER

WRITING and THE GRAMMAR DEVOTIONAL. She lives in Reno, Nevada.

grammar.quickanddirtytips.com

I teach college students English Composition. I feel like Grammar Girl (Mignon Fogarty) took my

curriculum and converted it to a book. This writing guide for students is perfect. It's written in a very

logical order and in a style that students should find easy to follow. As an instructor, I love her wit

and obvious enthusiasm for grammar. I know most students are not excited to read about English

and its grammatical rules, but this book makes those rules fun and gives hints on how to remember

them. Although the title says this book is "for students," I think anyone who communicates in written

form should own it. That means you.

This is a pretty useful English book for someone who has a hard time with English class. Anything

with Grammar girl in the title is usually a good helpful read.

Bought this for my three kids - one in elementary, one in middle school and one in high school.

Extremely helpful when writing any project. Highly recommended!NOTE: This product was a

personal purchase for myself at the normal retail price. I'm reviewing it solely because I want to

share my experience with other potential customers. I have received no compensation for my

review, nor do I have any relationship with the seller or manufacturer of this product.

I picked up Grammar Girl after publishing a book and getting feedback on a need for editing. GG

made this subject easy to get through. She makes it as interesting as the subject allows. I will keep

it for a reference and I recommend it to any writer as their (a singular, indefinite pronoun?)

In an easy to understand and even better, recall, fashion, Grammar Girl explains usage problems

I've struggled with for many years. I haven't been a college kid for more than 40 years and use this



as a handy reference. I can finally recall when to use "that" instead of "which"! And because no one

other than Grammar Girl knows the rules governing commas, you need her Guide at hand

whenever you write.

Makes perfect sense, and I keep it in my classroom for a reference for my HS students; even

though, you can get most of this information for free on the 'net, but I believe in giving her due.

Great book!

Buy it. You can afford it. You cannot afford to not know it's contents. Mignon's presentation style is

easy to understand and not a lot of laborious reading.
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